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ABSTRACT. Young's modulus E a nd Poisson's ra ti o 00 were calcula tcd ror bienni a l a nd pol a r ice rrom measurements or the P-wave ve locity in smal l samplcs and rrom a stud y o r the resona nt rrequenc ies or the same samples . P- and S-wavc ve loeitit's in the bienn ia l icc cover we re a lso round by a se ism ic methcd. The small-scale tests sholVed no sig-n ifi cant differences be tween the two types o r ice tested . Young's modulus ave raged 3.6 per cent lower than thc comparable figure ror annual sea ice . The seismi c me thod gave va lues or E and 00 about 2 0 pe r cent lowcr than the sm a ll-scale tests. 
lh~seM F .. On a calcule le modu le d e Young (E ) e t le rapport de Po isson ( 0 0 ) pour de la g lace agce de deux ans ct pour la g lace polaire it pa rtir dcs mesures de la v itessc des ondes P e t d'une e tude des rrequences de rcsonnance dans de pet its echanti llons. On a mesure a uss i les vitesses d es ondes P et S dans la couvCrture de glace agee d e deux ans par un c merhodc sc ism iqu e . L cs tests it pe tite cchell e n'ont pas monlre de differences signifi catives entre les d eux types de g lace. La valcur moyenn e d e E est 3,60

0 plus raib le que la valcu r comparable de la g lace de mer annue llc . Les rt'sultats sc ism iqucs ont donn': d es valeurs de E e t 0 0 inrcri cures d 'cnviron 20 ° 0 it ce lles obtenucs par les tests it petite cche lle. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Ocr Young'sche l'vIodul E und d ie Poi sson 'sche Konsla nte 00 wurden reil' zwe ija hriges Eis und Po la re is a us l'vLessungen del' Geschwindigkc it de l' P-\\'ell en in kle in en Proben und aus einer Untersuchung del' R esona nzrreq uenzen del' g lei chen Pro ben crrechnel. D ie Geschwindigkcit del' P- und S- \\'ell cn in de l' zwc ij ii.hri gen E isdccke wu rde aueh mil e in er se ism ischen Methodc ermille ll. Die Versuch e an klcincn Pro ben zc ig ten keine merklichen U ntersch iede zw ischen den beiden untC' rsuehten Eisarlen . Del' Young 'sche Modul war im Durchschni tt um 3 ' 6°0 niedrige r al s di e entsprcc henden V erg leichszahlen rei l' c injahriges Meer- Eis. Di e sc ismische NLethode ergab Wcrtc von E und Go. die ungda hr 20°0 niedr ige r lagen a ls die del' \ 'el'slI che an kl einen Proben. 

I . I NTRODUCTI ON 

Th is is one of a series of pa pers on the elast ic properties of sea ice. Previous reports are Pounder and Stali nski ( 196 IlbJ ) , L a ngleben ( 1962 ), and Langleben and Pounder ( 1963), the last paper including a revicw of earlier work. T he observations rcported here were made in April- May 1962 on the float ing sea ice cove r at lat. 78°42 'N ., long . 104°06 'W . near I sachsen, E ll ef Ringnes I sland , N,\lV.T. Other in vestigations made during th is exped ition are given in L a ngleben and Pounder ( 1964) . 
Two typcs of ice were available, namely pola r ice of unknown age but more than two years old and " b iennial" ice wh ich had sta rtcd to form in the fa ll o f 1960 some twenty months prior to the obscrva tions. 

2. tv1ETI IO DS 

Most of the observations were made on 6-in . ( 15' 2-cm. ) scctions of cores extracted from the icc cover wi th a SIPRE core drill \\hi ch cuts out cyli nders of diameter 3 in. (7.6 cm. ) . F ull detai ls of the son ic techn iques used a rc g iven in the references above . Briefl y, barium titana tc tra nsducers wc re a ttached to both ends of the sample and the inpu t tra nsducer was excited with repcti ti ve pulses having a sharp leading edge . The transit time for a pulse was measurcd by compar ing it w ith a ca li bratcd time delay in the DuMont T ype 326 generator wh ich suppli ed triggcrs for both the input pu lse to the ice and the swcep for the cathode ray osci lloscopc on which the received pulse was displa yed. The resonant freque ncy of the input transducer was sufficicntl y h igh th a t the wave-length of the longitudina l waves was le 's than 10 per cent of the diameter of the sample so tha t it cou ld be considcrcd to be a n infinite med ium. l\1casurement of transit time for a known length thus gave the bu lk velocity CIl , \\ 'ith a n estimaf ed accuracy of I . 5 per cent or bctter. 
99 
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The equation for the bulk velocity involves both Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio 
Uo so that two independent measurements are needed. In principle, measurement of the 
resonant frequencies of the ice sample will give sufficient data. For this measurement the 
input transducer is driven by a sinusoidal osci llator which is swept slowly over the range 
from about 8 to 80 kc. sec. - I, resonant frequencies being detected by increases in the amplitude 
of the output transducer. This tedious method gives ambiguous results because the large 
number of spurious resonances found makes identification of the correct frequencies difficult. 
Langleben and Pounder (1963) gave the results of a number of resonant measurements of 
this type on ice samples of widely differing brine content v from covers of both annual and 
polar ice. They concluded tentatively that Uo is almost independent of salinity, temperature, 
and type of sea ice a nd gave a value of U o = 0·295 . 

In the present experiment, resonant frequencies were measured for eight ice samples, 
from vertical cores of polar ice and both vertical and horizontal cores of biennial ice. The 
result was Uo = 0·299 ± 0·007. The uncertainty quoted is simply the maximum observed 
deviation from the average ; systematic error, which is all too likely with this method, could 
not be estimated. 

Supporting observations on the core samples were made in the usual way. Most of the 
ice samples (about 80 per cent of those used for measurements) were melted after the mechani
cal and acoustical tests and their salinities found by ti tration. The density profiles of the two 
types of ice were found by measurements on one core each of polar and biennial ice, in 
which the mass of a sample was found by weigh ing and its volume by the amount of 
n-heptane it displaced in a calibrated vessel. The crystal structure of each type of ice was 
observed by photographing thin vertical and horizontal sections of a core between crossed 
polaroids, at frequent in tervals of depth below the surface. 

Some simple seismic measurements were also made on the biennial ice cover, using a 
seismic hammer. With this instrument, the seismic shock is generated by striking the ice 
smartly with a heavy sledge hammer. Attached to the hammer is a microswitch which is 
actuated by the blow and transmits the "shot instant" by wire to the timing device, acting 
to trigger a scale-of-two counter which was accurate to 0·25 msec. A finite time later the 
seismic waves reach the geophone, which is also connected to the counter. The first arrival 
of the seismic wave (i .e. the leading edge) serves to stop the counter and the time taken for the 
waves to travel from "shot point" to geophone plant are registered. By striking different 
vertical faces of a rectangular pit in the ice, the waves propagated in the direction of the 
geophones may be either predominantly compressional or shear and may be detected b y 
suitably oriented geophones. 

Measurements were made over path lengths of 40, 80 and 120 m., which were chained off. 
At each detection point, the snow was shovelled off the ice and two horizontal-component 
geophones were firmly planted in intimate contact with the ice and then covered with 
snow to reduce wind noise. The axis of one pointed towards the point of impact to receive 
the compressional wave when the ice was struck in that direction , the other was oriented 
at right angles to this direction so as to detect the shear wave . Each geophone in turn was 
connected to the counter. Sufficient hammer blows were struck to obtain about six identical 
,counter readings of the time of first arrival at each geophone plant. Spurious readings some
times resulted when vibrations other than those generated by the hammer were detected 
by the geophone and tripped the counter prematurely. On the other hand, a t low amplifier 
sensitivity or for a weak hammer blow, it was sometimes possible to observe longer transit 
times. 

The shear velocity Cs was calculated directly from Is, the time taken for the shear waves 
to travel over a given distance. (The shear wave was too weak for measurement at the range 
of 120 m. ) The compressional wave propagated in a floating ice sheet at distances large 
c ompared with ice thickness (i.e. for long wave-lengths) is the longitudinal plate wave. 
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It travels more slowly than the bulk compressional wave. The bulk velocity Cn can, however, 
be calculated indirectly from the transit time tp of the longitudinal plate waves using the 
expressIOn 

The calculation of Poisson's ratio and Young's m odulus then follows from 

a nd 

3. R ESULT S 

Salinity 

k 2 - 2 
a - ----

0 - 2(kZ - I )' where k2 

where p is the ice density . 

Eighteen co res were extracted vertically from the polar ice, a ll from within an area 
of radi us 4 ft. ( 1· 2 m .) . Five of these cores were a na lysed in detail for salini ty. Four of the 
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Fig . I. Average satini/)' /Hojiles oJ pal",· ice (dashed line ) and biennial ice (solid line ) il/ the ice cover near Isa,,/isen, M a)' 1962 
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eleven vertical cores of biennial ice (from an area of radius 3 ft. (0' 9 m .)) were a na l ysed 
similar ly. Separate salini ty tests were made on the hori zonta l cores. Average salinity profiles 
for the two types of ice are shown in Figure I. Deviations of measured salin ities from these 
curves were usuall y less than o ' 1%0 a lthough there were a few deviations up to 0'2 %0' 
It will be seen that there is only a slight difference in salinity of the two types, the polar 
ice being more saline, and that the upper 6 ft. ( 1· 8 m. ) of either type of ice cover h as a 
salinity of 1 %0 or less. The temperatures of the ice samples at the time ofmeasuremen t ranged 
from - 3° to - 12° C., a nd the combi nation of low salinity and narrow temperature range 
gave a very limi ted range of values for brine con ten t with a lmost a ll values of v being 
below 10%0' 

Density 

As has been pointed out in earli er papers, the density of a given sheet of sea ice is a lmost 
constant. In this case the polar ice showed no systematic variation in d ensity with depth , 
the average being 0·894 ± 0·oo6 g . cm. - 3 . The density of the biennia l ice was constant at 
0'902 ± 0'003 g. cm.- 3 a t depths bclow 30 in . (76 cm. ) . The upper layer of this ice was 
slightl y less dense. On the basis of two measurements , a linear in terpo la tion for the specific 
gravity of 0·854 + 1·62 X 10 - 2d, where d is the depth in inches below the ice surface, 
"vas used in calculations on the top 30 in. (76 cm. ) of the biennial ice. 

C1~ystal structure 
The cover of b iennial ice started to form in September 1960 and, from the evidence 

of observers at I sachsen in the summer of 196 1, it remained shore-fast up to the time of thi s 
work. This was borne out by th e absence of pressure ridging. The snow cover was heavy, 
and from examin ation of the snow- ice interface it was clear that no surface melting of the 
ice had taken place. The crystal slruclure resembled closely that of an nual sea ice; the 
surface layer consisted of many small , randomly oriented crysta ls but below about I ft. 
(30 cm. ) the crystals were large (typically 2- 5 cm. across and many centimeters in vertical 
height) . There was a tendency for the crystal size to increase with depth , but in the bottom 
part (sections from 6 to 8 ft . ( [ ·8 to 2'4 m .) in depth ) there was an increase in the number 
of small crystals in a section. This tendency was noted in a nnual ice by Pounder and Stalinski 
( [96r[aJ ) . In this case i t may represent new growth during the winter of 1961 - 62. 

The polar ice was m ore uniform than the biennia l. The average crystal size was smaller 
a nd there was no systematic change in the crysta ls w ith d epth . Because of the gently rounded 
hummocks of the polar ice it is a reasonable guess that this fl oe was over five years old. 
Presumably it had therefore gone through several cycles of surface melting and growth on 
the bottom. The crystal sections gave no evidence of the a lternating annual layers reported 
by C herepanov ( [957) . 

Young's modulus 

Sonic measurements were made on three categories of ice, 98 samples from vertica l 
cores of polar ice, 99 samples from vertical cores of biennial ice, a nd 2 I samples from hori
zontal cores of biennial ice. Using a fixed value of Go (0' 295) in all calculations, Young's 
modulus was evaluated for each sample from the length , transit time, a nd density, and the 
brine content from the salinity and temperature (using the table in Assur, 1958) . Within 
each category the values obtained were sorted in order of increasing brine content, and then 
both v and E were averaged in groups of about ten observations . The results are g iven in 
Table I and plotted in Figure 2. The line in Figure 2 is the empirical equation found by 
Lang leben for annual sea Ice, namely 

E = 10 '00-0'0351 V ( [) 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF O BSE RVATTONS 

E' is in uni ts or 10 10 dyne CI11. - 2, v in ~oo . H eal is based o n eq uation ( I ) . LJ E = 
N u m ber or observations averaged in each g ro up = n 

n E obs E C!.ll LJE nLJ E 
Pola r ice- ve rti ca l co res 

9 
9 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

98 

Bi ennial 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 

99 

Biennia l 
11 
10 

21 

'" I.) 

0.7 14 
2.461 
3. 656 
4· 157 
4. 624 
5" 065 
5" 587 
6· 192 
7· 130 

10.98 

Tota l 

i cc- vert i cal cores 
1. 707 
2·49° 
2·802 
3. 11 2 
3.4 13 
3.73 1 
4.487 
5.468 
6· 254 
8·873 

To ta l 

ice- hor izon ta l cores 
2.9 14 
2 ·873 

Total 

10.0. 

98 

9· 775 9·975 0·200 1·800 
9·443 9.9 14 0 .47 1 4. 2 39 
9·434 9. 872 0.438 4 .380 
9.467 9. 854 0.387 3. 870 
9.442 9 .838 0.396 3 .960 
9.461 9. 822 0 .36 1 3 ·610 
9. 624 9. 804 0·280 2·800 
9.469 9 . 783 0.3 14 3 · 140 
9. 265 9.750 0.485 4 .850 
9 .270 9 .6 15 0 ·345 3.450 

Average = 9 ·82 EnLJ Ej En = 0.368 

9. 284 9.940 0.656 6.560 
9. 298 9 .913 0. 61 5 6 · 150 
9.470 9·9°2 0 .432 4.320 
9. 602 9. 891 0 .289 2 ·89° 
9 .658 9. 880 0 ' 22 2 2'220 

9 .529 9. 869 0·34° 3 .4°° 
9·!178 9 .843 0· 265 2·65° 
9. 62 1 9. 808 0 · 187 1.87° 
9.425 9.780 0-355 3·55° 
9.54 1 9- 689 0- 148 1.332 

Average = 9- 85 EnLJ Ej En = 0·353 

9-372 9. 898 0.526 5.786 
9·494 9- 899 0 ·4°5 4. 05° 

Average = 9 .90 EnlJLi En = 0.468 

Ec ... I- E obs. 

100 LJ EjE,al 

100 LJ Ej Ecal 

100 LJ EjEcal 

~r ~ O'O"L ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 
0. I D 20. 3.0 40. 5 .0. 6.0 7.0. 8 .0. 9 .0. 10.0. 11.0. 

8RINE CONTENT V %. 

10 3 

3·7 % 

3. 6% 

4·7% 

Fig_ 2_ Values of Young's modulus_ D ata are coded as fo llows : solid circles (polar ice ), squares (biennial ice- vertical cores), 
and crosses (biennial ice- horizon tal cores ). The line is the empirical variation cif E with brine content for annual sea ice 
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where E is in units of 1010 dyne cm. - 2 and v is in %0. This equation was deduced from 
measurements made at Thule on both natural sea ice and on sea ice artificially thickened 
by flooding the surface with sea-water. The resulting high freezing rates gave very high 
brine contents so that equation ( I) is based on observations with 0 < v< 85 %0 . Another 
possible comparison is with the result found by Pounder for polar ice in summer, namely 

E = 8·90 - 0·0I63V (2) 

in the same units as ( I) . The range of v values observed was 0- 75 %0 but the possible errors 
in v were much larger because of its rapid change with temperature in the 0° to - 5° C. 
region. 

As mentioned above, the range in v in the Isachsen experiments was only 0- 10%0' too 
narrow a range to make useful a least-squares analysis of the data to produce a functional 
relation between E and v. A comparison with the results predicted by equations ( I) and (2) 
is more significant. All the observed values of E were slightly lower than predicted by (T) 
and much higher than given by (2). In Table I the comparison is made with values caleulated 
from ( I) . Vertical cores from both polar and biennia l ice gave values of Young's modulus 
averaging 3.6 per cent lower than those for annual sea ice of similar brine content. The 
comparable fi gure for the samples of ice cut horizontally was 4·7 per cent lower. 

TABLE II. SEISMIC MEASU REMENTS OF BIENNIAL ICE 

R ange, ffi . 

Travel time, shear is, msec. 
Travel time, plate tp, msec. 
Shear velociry cs, m . sec.- 1 

Bulk velociry CB, ffi. sec.- l 

Poisson's ratio ao 
roung 's modulus E, 1010 dyne cm.- 2 

Seismic measurements 

40 

22·5 ± 0·25 
13· 75 ± 0·25 

1788 ± 1% 
3 1IO ± 2·5 % 
0·25 ± 10% 
7· 19 ± 4% 

80 
45 

27·5 
1788 
3 110 
0·25 
7· 19 

120 

Table II shows the results of about six observations at each of the three ra nges. The 
results for the longest path length were calculated assuming the value of Cs m easured for 
the shorter ones. 

The possible or percentage possible errors are indicated in the 40 m. range column of 
Table II , assuming that the error in measurement of range is negligible. The percentage 
errors in ao and E a t ranges of 80 and 120 m . are less than those at 40 m . The twofold increase 
in travel time in going from a range of 40 m . to 80 m. for both the shear wave and the longi
tudinal plate wave rules ou t the possibility of systematic error. 

It will be noted that the values of Poisson 's ratio in Table II a re some IS per cent lower 
than the value of 0·295 from previous work, and that the values of Young's m odulus a re 
25 per cent lower than the value of 9 .65 predicted by equation ( I) for ice of average brine 
content of 10%0 . This may be compared with E values 3 . 6 per cent lower from the son ic 
tests on vertica l cores described above, although the comparison is not quite apt because of 
the differences in the two types of tests . In the sonic measurem ents, waves were propagated 
a long the long dimension of the ice crystals, i.e. in the direction which was vertical in the 
ice cover, whereas in the seismic work the direction of wave propagation was essentially 
horizon tal. 

4. DISCUSSIO N 

The sonic measurements on small ice samples showed no signifi cant difference between 
biennial a nd polar ice, and the differences between them in density, salinity, and crystal 
structure were quite minor. It appears that sea ice which has gone through a summer, 
even one in which no surface melting occurs (as was the case at Isachsen in 196 1), has lost 
most of i ts salt and might as well be classed as polar ice for most purposes. It should be noted, 
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however, that an appreciable difference was observed in the ultimate tensile strength of the 
two types of ice (Langleben and Pounder, [964) . 

Results of the small-scale tests on vertical cores confirmed that Young's modulus for cold 
polar ice is slightly lower than it is for annual ice, a result suggested earlier by the authors 
on the basis of very limited evidence. 

The discrepancy between the results of the seismic tests and the measurements on the 
horizontal cores is puzzling, since both involve wave propagation transverse to the long 
dimensions of the ice crystals. The st'ismic wave was travelling in slightly warmer ice. 
In situ ice temperatures were not recorded, but even if the coldest part of the ice cover was 
as warm as - 3° C. and its salini ty was 1%0 this wou ld correspond to v = [6·2 %0 and 
E = 9·43X lolO dyne cm. - 2 from ( I), which is far from the results given in Table 11. 
Brown ( 1963) has recently reported an exhaustive set of tests on sea-ice sheets at various 
localities using standard seismic techniques. He too finds that values of Young's modulus 
for these large-scale tests are considerably lower than those associated with small-sample 
testing . 

This type of discrepancy is qu ite common in measurements of ultima te strengths. 
Small-scale tests (such as ring-tensile ones) a lmost invariably give higher mechanical strengths 
than large-scale ones (e.g. fracture of large cantilever beams) . It is usual to attribute this to 
a random distribution of flaws in ice, and possibly some such mechanism is responsible for 
the seismic results. Against this, it should be noted that the value of Cs appears quite norma l. 
It is the low va lues of Cn which are responsible for the low values of E. Since the m easurements 
are made on first arriva l, i .e. the wave which has found the shortest path, it is diffi cult to 
see why macroscopic flaws or fractures, or microscopic flaws such as intercrystal line boun
daries or brine pockets should act differentiall y on compressional and shear wa ves. 
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